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***

Some politicians  can’t  stop  coming  up  with  new ways  of  bossing  people  around  and
preventing the return of normal life, all in the name of countering coronavirus. A prime
example of such coronavirus tyrants is New York Governor Andrew Cuomo.

This week, Cuomo, who has been imposing on people in New York for a year some of the
harshest coronavirus-related restrictions in America, announced he is rolling out yet another
rights abuse. Cuomo is requiring in a new “pilot program” that people obtain and present
vaccination passports to gain entrance to certain places and take part in various activities
that have been curtailed by government over the last year.

Cuomo calls the vaccination passports Excelsior Passes. No matter the name the state’s
vaccination passports are marketed under, they are a mechanism for government tracking
people’s movements, pressuring people into taking experimental coronavirus vaccines that
carry risk of serious injury and death, and implementing a vaccinations-based caste system.

Elizabeth Elizalde writes at the New York Post that in the New York state pilot program
people are being required to present their vaccination passports “in order to enter sports
arenas, theaters and other businesses.” To receive a vaccination passport, Elizalde writes, a
person must prove he has received one of the experimental coronavirus vaccines or that he
has recently tested negative for coronavirus.

With  time  —  after  the  experimental  coronavirus  vaccines  have  become  more  widely
available — expect Cuomo to adjust the program so proof of injection with one of the not-
really vaccines will be the only means to receive an Excelsior Pass and, thereby, the ability
to take part legally in many activities.
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